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casket, the Virgin from the former Stroganoff collection in
Rome, now in the Cleveland (U.S.A.) Museum, and many
others in which the lessons of classical tradition are combined
with the inspiration of the East and with an observation
of nature: there were bronze doors executed in a skilful
combination of damascening with niello work, and the
craftsmanship of goldsmiths and silversmiths, a fine example
of which is the beautiful repousse silver-gilt plaque in the
Louvre, representing the Holy Women at the Sepulchre;
and, above all, enamel-work, which Byzantium had borrowed
from Persia, was specially popular in the tenth and eleventh
centuries on account of its brilliant and gorgeous colouring.
With a wealth of enamel the Byzantines adorned crosses,
reliquaries, reredoses, icons, caskets and even crowns, rich
bookbindings, and dresses for state occasions. Enamels, in
fact, together with figured textiles represented the height of
Byzantine luxury. A few beautiful examples which bear
witness to the fine qualities of this art have happily survived:
the reliquary at Limburg, which belonged to an Emperor
of the tenth century; the twelfth-century Esztergon reliquary;
the admirable figure of St. Michael in the Treasury of St.
Mark's at Venice (tenth or eleventh century); the crowns of
Constantine Monomachus and St. Stephen at Budapest; the
cross of Cosenza; and the dazzling Pala d'Oro over the high
altar of the basilica of Venice. As Kondakov has truly said,
* nothing shows more clearly than these enamels the gross
error of those who talk of the stiffness and poverty of
Byzantine art', and nothing else can so well account for its
far-reaching influence,
From the tenth to the twelfth centuries Byzantine Con-
stantinople appeared to the whole civilized world to be a
city of marvels: in the words of Villehardouin, 'the city
sovereign above all others'. In the cold fogs of Scandinavia
and beside icy Russian rivers, in Venetian counting-houses
or Western castles, in Christian France and Italy as well as
in the Mussulman East, all through the Middle Ages folk
dreamed of Byzantium, the incomparable city, radiant in a
blaze of gold. As early as the sixth century the range of its
influence was already astonishing, and its art had exercised
a potent influence in North Africa, in Italy, and even in

